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Building with turf at Roman Vindolanda: multi-scalar analysis
of earthen materials, construction techniques, and landscape
context
B. Russell, T. Romankiewicz, T. Gardner, A. Birley, J. R. Snyder and C. T. S. Beckett
ABSTRACT

Turf was widely used as a building material in the Roman period,
especially in military architecture. Despite this, few studies have
investigated properties of turf in construction, and fewer still have
applied micromorphology to ancient turf walls. This study details
the methods and results from a combined macro- and micro-scale
analysis, using samples from the well-preserved ramparts at
Vindolanda, a fort associated with Hadrian’s Wall. Our work not
only proposes a refined methodology for the wider geoarchaeo
logical study of turf walls, but also provides new, deeper insight
into the properties of turf as a building material.

Introduction
Across Rome’s northern provinces, turf was widely used as a building material, espe
cially in military architecture, both for temporary structures and more permanent
projects, such as the Antonine Wall and sections of Hadrian’s Wall (Breeze 2019;
Breeze and Hanson 2019; Hodgson 2019). It was also used further south, and is attested
in military contexts in Germania Superior (on Strasbourg, Kuhnle 2018, 147–158) and
Hispania Tarraconensis (on León, Morillo and García 2009, 392–393). The Roman
author Vegetius, writing in the late fourth or early fifth century AD, recommends
turf as a construction material and specifies ideal turf block dimensions (De re militari
3.8). Fort ramparts provide the best evidence for this practice, with their characteris
tically striped appearance, which allows for individual turf blocks and their shapes and
sizes to be recorded. Excavations have revealed two main typologies of turf-built
ramparts: solid turf ramparts, as at the fort at Strageath, in Perth and Kinross, UK
(Frere and Wilkes 1989, 15–27), and the more common type formed of turf cheeks, or
revetments, with an earth core (Jones 1975, 78–81). Many, though not all, of these turf
(or partially turf) ramparts were built on timber corduroy rafts (Jones 1975, 74 on
Britain; van Giffen 1952, 1955; Chorus 2015 for the Lower Rhine). Lacing courses of
timbers, sometimes called ‘strapping’ or ‘lacework’, are also a common feature (Jones
1975, 89; Frere and Wilkes 1989, 15–27; Dunwoodie, Harward, and Pitt 2015, 45–47;
Kuhnle 2018, 154–158).
To date, however, conclusions drawn about turf use in Roman military construction
have been based on macroscopic observations, made during excavation or with
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reference to archival documentation. Geoarchaeological analysis of a standing Roman
turf rampart has never been undertaken, to our knowledge, and the potential of
micromorphology, in particular for revealing key aspects of Roman turf-building
processes, including material sourcing and building practices, has not been explored
(on precisely this point, Kuhnle 2018, 150 fn. 448). The few occasions where micro
morphology was applied concern non-structural or redeposited material, for example
from a turf-filled Roman funerary shaft at St Albans or a collapsed section of turf wall
from the vallum of Hadrian’s Wall at Carlisle (Macphail et al. 1998; MacPhail and
Crowther Forthcoming). Sections cut through the original Turf Wall part of Hadrian’s
Wall, at Applegate and Applegate East, concentrated on pollen and macroplant analysis
rather than micromorphology (Wilmott, Wells, and Hall 2009, 114–119). Although this
technique has emerged as a vital tool for investigating ancient earthen building materi
als (Nicosia and Stoops 2017), micromorphological analyses of structural turf have
mostly focused on evidence from later periods (Huisman and Milek 2017), primarily
from the Netherlands (Postma 2015; Nicolay 2018; but also Huisman 2019, with bore
hole evidence into pre-Roman and Roman Iron Age material), Scandinavia (Macphail
et al. 2013; Cannell, Bill, and Macphail 2020) and Iceland (Milek 2012). Even these
studies have typically focused on floors or house platform footings rather than upstand
ing walls. Ephemeral remains of late Iron Age turf walls, relating to substantial round
houses in Aberdeenshire, have recently been assessed using micromorphology, with
results informing the analysis presented here (Romankiewicz, Bradley, and Clarke
2020). In comparison, those studies that have examined earthen structures of Roman
date using micromorphology have concentrated on mudbrick, rammed earth, and cob
(Cammas 2018; de Chazelles 1997; Friesem, Wattez, and Onfray 2017).
In this paper we aim to demonstrate the potential of micromorphology for providing
key insights into Roman construction in turf, particularly with regard to the character
istics of the materials, their sourcing in relation to the wider landscape context, and their
use in the finished structure. Our case study is Vindolanda in Northumberland (UK; Grid
Reference NY 769,663), one of the best-preserved and intensively excavated military sites
in the Roman empire (see Figure 1). Here we present the results of analysis of a section cut
through three periods of turf rampart, first exposed in 2018, together with a discussion of
the significance of these results for understanding Roman military turf building.
In what follows we use the term ‘turf’ for the in situ upper layers of a vegetated
topsoil and to describe the material in the most general sense (hence ‘turf building’).
‘Turves’, ‘sods’ or ‘turf blocks’, in contrast, are those elements cut from this topsoil and
the subsoil beneath it for use in building, which have ex situ preservation of the
O (vegetation layer), A (topsoil), and B (subsoil) horizons. In this study, we favour
the term ‘turf blocks’ since many of the elements used in the ramparts at Vindolanda
were actually cut from beneath the O horizon. Cut-down, modified turf blocks, shorter
than they are thick, which were used to fill gaps, we refer to as ‘clods’ (Walker 2006, 9).

The site and its context
The site of Vindolanda was first settled by the Roman army c. AD 85, well before the
construction of Hadrian’s Wall began in c. AD 120 (Breeze 2019, 1, 42, 51). It was
occupied continually until the end of Roman Britain and intermittently thereafter,
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Figure 1. Location plan and plan of fort periods relating to the excavations discussed in text (A-C)
and the 2018 trench (D) and its sampled south section. © Vindolanda Trust and Tanja Romankiewicz.

probably until the eighth century AD (R. Birley 2009; Collins 2012, A. Birley and
Alberti 2021). Today, about 24% of the site, which is part of the Frontiers of the
Roman Empire World Heritage Site, are excavated and displayed for the public
(https://www.vindolanda.com/ accessed 14/12/2020).
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Historical background
The Roman remains at Vindolanda fall into fourteen periods, most of which corre
spond to phases of new fort building (R. Birley 2007a, 3; A. Birley and Alberti 2021, 11).
Although Vindolanda is known as a Roman fort, the site actually hosted at least nine
successive forts, built one on top of the other (Figure 1 for outlines of five of these). The
first six were built in turf and timber; they correspond to Periods I (c. AD 85–90), II
(c. AD 90–100), III (c. AD 100–105), IV (c. AD 105–118), V (c. AD 120–130), and VI
(c. AD 140s-160s). Stone-built forts followed in Periods VIA (c. AD 160s-200), VIB
(c. AD 200–212) and VII (c. AD 213–275), with further changes in Periods VIII (c. AD
300–367) and IX (after AD 367). Many of the earlier phases can be connected to specific
Roman military units using the site’s rich documentary evidence, principally the
Vindolanda Tablets and other epigraphic sources (A. Birley 2002; Bowman 2004). We
know, as a result, that the Periods I, II and IV forts were built by the cohors
I Tungrorum; the Period II fort was also briefly occupied by cohors VIIII Batavorum
before they constructed their own fort in Period III; the Period VI fort was built
probably by the cohors II Nerviorum; and the Periods VII and VIII forts by the cohors
IV Gallorum equitata (R. Birley 2007a, 3; Bowman, Thomas, and Tomlin 2019, 226–
230). Most garrisons constructed new forts at the site, typically pulling down their
ramparts when they left, though in some cases, stretches of earlier ramparts and some
internal features were re-used, as was the case between Periods II and III (A. Birley
2007, 27–30, 31–36; Blake 2014, 86). These well-documented phases of construction,
closely dated and associated with specific military units, make Vindolanda an extremely
useful site for examining changes in construction techniques over a long period of time.
Geological and environmental context
Vindolanda is situated at c. 160 m OD, on the higher grounds of the Tyne-Solway ridge
overlooking the South Tyne river valley to the south. The undulating landscape consists
today mainly of grassland on the river terraces, with upland areas of rougher and wetter
ground.
Bedrock and superficial deposits
The geological backdrop was largely formed in the Carboniferous Period, dominated by
sedimentary protrusions, predominantly limestone, sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone,
with seams of sedimentary material, again mainly limestone. Superficial deposits
around Vindolanda are formed generally of deep glacial till, primarily diamict, depos
ited during deglaciation at the end of the Quaternary. These principally consist of
unsorted sedimentary boulder clays, sands, and gravels derived from the local geological
material arrayed in Esker ridges running east to west. The topographically lower ranges
contain isolated sequences of glacio-fluvial deposits similar in composition to glacial
deposits but exhibiting fluvial sorting in upper subsoil horizons. Their survival indicates
little plough disturbance. Holocene alluvium exists in terraces and channels across the
lower elevations, while peat has formed in isolated, poorly drained locations, primarily
to the north of the fort site (British Geological Survey 2021 (last accessed 28/02/2021)).
The similarities in the Quaternary deposits and parent bedrock render it difficult to
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provenance turf sources for specific locations. The soil maps of the area are also of
variable quality and scalar resolution. Borehole data from Geological Investigations (GI)
works provide localised Holocene records close to Vindolanda, and show complete
sequences of Esker deposits in higher areas, glacio-fluvial and colluvial reworking of the
mid- and lower-slopes of these ridges, and dynamic fluvial environments with riverine
terraces and mobile river channels between the Esker ridges (see borehole assessment,
A69 Haltwhistle Bypass construction works, 1992, British Geological Survey 2021
(accessed 01/02/2021)).
Topsoils across the area are principally determined by modern grazing patterns.
Their low organic matter originates from slow-growth poaceous species (grasses) within
a silty-sand to silty-clay minerogenic matrix derived from glacial subsoils.
Sedimentation patterns depend upon location, with limited sedimentation in upland
areas restricted to hollows or over-grazed areas suffering from localised erosion (show
ing as sands/silts) and in lowland areas where these are determined by low-rate
aggradation in alluvial zones (silts/clays).
The Roman landscape around Vindolanda
Analyses of various pollen cores, together with macroplant sampling from the different
periods at Vindolanda, suggest that the fort was likely set within an area of open
ground. Some woodlands seem to have been present, but lay further afield, likely
managed for their various uses: for timber and fuel, grazing pigs under oak woods,
and harvesting leaf litter and undergrowth-bracken as bedding materials at the time
when mounted units were stationed here (Huntley 2013, 41, 45, 49).
Pollen samples from two ditch fills dating to the abandonment of Period I (drainage
ditch beneath south gate) and Period VIA (west gate ditch; Manning, Birley, and
Tipping 1997, 177, 179) give insight into the immediate surroundings of the fort to
the south and west. In Period I, open grassland taxa dominate (Graminae sp.), indica
tive of wet meadows or pastures there, with strong grazing indicators (i.e. dock leaf
Rumex obtusifolius, cinquefoils Potentillia sp., and great and hoary plantain Plantago
major/media) and little evidence for heathland (Manning, Birley, and Tipping 1997,
181). Apart from alder (Alnus sp.) and some hazel (Corylus sp.), likely of shrub size, no
substantial tree growth could be confirmed for this area immediately southwest of the
fort (Manning, Birley, and Tipping 1997, 184). An increase in grass pollen correlated
with an ‘abrupt reduction’ in alder in the uppermost layers of the Period I ditch core
(section VIN 1 C and 1D, Manning, Birley, and Tipping 1997, 181) and may relate
directly to the impact of Roman construction and resource management around the
site. The increasingly abundant use of birch and oak is not reflected in these cores as
their overall count remains low. Although dating 70–90 years later, the Period VIA
pollen sample shows little change to Period I and cannot demonstrate a sustained
Roman impact on the landscape (Manning, Birley, and Tipping 1997, 182). Two pollen
samples out of a sequence from the Period III and IV forts (c. AD 90–120) indicate
a similar high grassland component and alder dominating the low tree pollen count
(Seaward 1993, 97; phasing revised, see A. Birley and Blake 2005).
The presence of small amounts of cereal pollen from a core of a Period VI–VIA
drain suggests arable fields in the immediate surroundings at that time (Davies and
Turner 1979, 802; re-interpretation of sample location by later excavations A. Birley and
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Alberti 2021). Since cereal pollen typically are underrepresented in cores because of
their poor pollen dispersal, their presence here, even if in low quantities, suggests
a gradual introduction of arable regimes around the fort in the Antonine periods, i.e.
around the middle to late second century AD (Manning, Birley, and Tipping 1997, 184;
Dark 2015, 123; compare Huntley 2013, 46). While the grazed landscape during the first
three periods at Vindolanda would have been ideal terrain for sourcing turf for rampart
construction, provided the resource was correctly managed, the encroaching arable
fields in the Antonine period may have reduced the availability of good turf close to
the site.
Although some 40% of pollen from the 1996 Vindolanda cores were deteriorated,
their overall results indicate that large-scale wood coverage seems to have disappeared
prior to AD 85 and thus before the construction of the first fort (Dark 2015, 123).
Large-scale macroplant analysis of material from within the fort, especially of sedge
nutlets, corroborates the existence of grassland around Vindolanda, determined by the
need for fodder for the cavalry units (Huntley 2013, passim and esp. fig. 3.1A, tables 3.2
and 3.3). This specific evidence matches wider trends. Lake sediment pollen cores from
within 2 km of Vindolanda confirm an open landscape with some deciduous mixed
woodland retention, possibly on steeper slopes, as well as alder with birch and ash in
wetter locations; both unfavourable locales for grazing or arable fields (Dark 2005, 2015,
124, 127, 130; Huntley 2013, 49).
The Vindolanda evidence matches other pollen samples on Hadrian’s Wall, taken
from underneath the Turf Wall at Appletree and Birdoswald further west, also pointing
to open grazed moorland and pastures in their vicinity at the time of the Wall’s
construction, with woodland retention in steeper locations (Wiltshire 1997, 30, 37–39;
Dark 2015, 124, 130). Several studies across Northumberland and southern Scotland
have now dated the large-scale and systematic opening of the landscape to between
c. 400 and 100 BC if not before, credited to the impact of local pre-Roman agricultural
expansion, both in arable and pasturage (Manning, Birley, and Tipping 1997, 175;
Tipping 2010, 182–183 with further case study references; Dark 2015, 126, 130–131).
Unsustainable woodland exploitation by the Roman army is seen as less of a factor in
recent debates (contra Dumayne et al. 1995; see Hanson 1996; Tipping 1997, 2010, 183–
186; Dark 2015, 127, 129–130). Geoarchaeological analysis of the turf blocks from
Vindolanda can now provide some indication as to how the open landscape was
managed during the Roman presence.
Previous documentation of turf ramparts at the site
The environmental conditions at Vindolanda, especially the high water table and the
anoxic conditions in the layers predating Period V, have resulted in the outstanding
preservation of its turf and timber forts. Earlier excavations have uncovered stretches of
the Periods I, II, III, and VI ramparts. Observations made at the time of these
excavations show that while some of the units present at the site in these different
periods built their ramparts in the same way, others followed a different set of practices:
●

Period I: excavations in 1999 at the SW corner of that fort (A on Figure 1), showed
that the rampart superstructure was built of solid turf on a corduroy raft of
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branches of alder, birch, and oak (A. Birley and Blake 2000, 7–9, figs. 3, 5, 6, 9).
Although the exact form and dimensions of the turf blocks could not be discerned,
a lacing course of timbers was identified at a height of c. 0.35–0.40 m above the
corduroy raft. This period is associated with the cohors I Tungrorum.
● Period II: excavations in the early 1990s, and again in 2002, in the area of the
Period II fort’s southern gates showed that the ramparts of this fort were built like
those of the Period I fort (B on Figure 1; Blake 2003, 27–34). This rampart, also
built by the Tungrian unit, was not preserved to a sufficient height for any
conclusion to be drawn about the presence or absence of lacing courses, however.
● Period III: where sections of the Period III rampart were uncovered during the
same excavations in the 1990s and 2002, it was constructed differently from the
earlier ramparts, with an earth core (‘grey and orange clays’) faced with turf cheeks
(Blake 2003, 31). No timber corduroy raft was used for this rampart. Lacing
courses of timbers were also not identified here but this is probably a result of
the preserved low height of the turf cheeks rather than because they were not used;
these have been found in the Period III rampart elsewhere on the site (see below).
This rampart was built by the cohors VIIII Batavorum.
● Period VI: in 2005–2006, a substantial stretch of the Period VI turf rampart, dating
to the early Antonine period, was excavated at the SW corner of that fort (C on
Figure 1). This proved to be of two phases of construction. The first rampart, built
by the cohors II Nerviorum, was 4.2–5 m wide at its base and set on a corduroy raft
of alder and birch branches (A. Birley 2007, 18 Fig. 13, 20 fig. 17) (Figure 2
phase 1). The superstructure was of solid turf, with blocks lozenge-shaped in
profile, tapering towards their ends. Successive lacing courses were placed at
vertical intervals of roughly 0.40 m (R. Birley 2007b, 10; Blake 2014, 65). At
some point later but still in Period VI, this turf rampart had its outer, western
face cut back and a second turf rampart built against it, effectively extending its
total width to 7–8 m (Figure 2 phase 2). The phase 2 extension to the Period VI
turf rampart was constructed on a new base corduroy raft, of oak planks, some
seemingly re-used, and further oak-plank lacing courses were included at similar
vertical intervals of about 0.40 m. This extension differs in two main ways from the
original Period VI rampart construction: the wood species of the corduroy raft and
lacing courses are different and the turf blocks are longer, thinner, and parallelo
gram-shaped (A. Birley 2007, 19–20 fig. 16; Blake 2014, 65) (Figure 3). The
substantial undertaking of this Period VI rampart extension has previously been
linked to a change in garrison (A. Birley 2007, 19); if so, this garrison was content
to re-use the existing first phase rampart as the basis of their defences.
The observations drawn from these earlier excavations are summarised, alongside our new
data, in Table 5 below. They show that the Period I, Period II, and both of the Period VI
ramparts were built with timber corduroy rafts and solid, well-coursed turf superstructures.
While solid turf ramparts are not common, a close parallel is provided by the fort at
Strageath, the Flavian and Antonine I phases of which had well-laid turf walls on timber
corduroy rafts (Frere and Wilkes 1989, 15–27). In contrast, the Period III rampart identified
on the southern side of that fort at Vindolanda did not have a timber corduroy raft. Its
superstructure comprised an earth core with turf cheeks, which is a more widely attested
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Figure 2. Plan of Period VI rampart, phases 1 and 2: corduroy base excavated in 2005–2006. ©
Vindolanda Trust.

rampart superstructure (Jones 1975, 78–81; Johnson 1983, 56; on León, Morillo and García
2009, 392–393; on Strasbourg, Kuhnle 2018, 154–158; see reconstruction at the Lunt,
Hobley 1971, 23). The only feature that was probably common to all periods of ramparts
at Vindolanda are the upper timber lacing courses, though these cannot be positively
asserted for Period II. Where preserved, these were located at height intervals of c. 0.40 m
for Period I and III, close to the c. 0.45 m noted at the forts at Caersws and Newstead (Jones
1975, 89 and pl. Va), and the c. 0.30–0.45 m at Strageath (Frere and Wilkes 1989, 15–27). For
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Figure 3. Photograph of the Period VI north-facing section cutting across the interface of both
rampart phases, excavated in 2005–2006. © Vindolanda Trust.

Period VI, they seem to have been further apart, around 0.50 m. At the Plantation Place fort
in London the lacing courses were much closer together, c. 0.20–0.30 m (Dunwoodie,
Harward, and Pitt 2015, 45–47). Given that post-construction shrinkage of turf and earth
structures is difficult to quantify and will have varied at different sites and depending on
material properties, it seems that a regular height interval of around 0.30–0.45 m, perhaps
originally of 1–1.5 Roman feet, might have been more common in Britain. At Strasbourg,
however, the first lacing course was 0.60–0.70 m above the level of the raft, double the height
of most of the British examples, i.e. 2–2.5 Roman feet (Kuhnle 2018, 148–149, pl. 179,
180, 182).

The new excavations: three phases of ramparts
The excavations outlined above effectively uncovered three phases of rampart remains,
but in separate areas of the site, with Period III essentially replacing Period II. In 2018,
a new trench was opened that uncovered the point where these same three phases
intersected, providing an opportunity for further analysis of their relationships (D on
Figure 1; Figure 4; Figure 5(a,b)). The best-preserved area of its southern section was
selected for geoarchaeological analysis, measuring 4.88 m E-W and 1.75 m in maximum
surviving height, with the following periods of ramparts and associated deposits
(Figure 6):
●

Period I: cut along the northwestern fort defences, including the NW corner,
a longitudinal section of the body of the Period I rampart is visible, roughly 1 m
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Figure 4. Plan of the 2018 excavation at NW corner, with the three phases of ramparts sampled in
the South section. © Vindolanda Trust and Tanja Romankiewicz.

inside its N face. It runs along from the E section edge for 2.69 m (at its top) to
3.83 m (at its base) where it turns a corner to the S; this stretch is preserved to
a maximum height of 0.73 m at its E edge.
● Period III: the best-preserved rampart stretch corresponds to the N rampart of the
Periods II and III forts. Since the Batavian unit largely flattened the Period II fort (after
initially re-occupying it), this section of rampart probably dates to Period III. Its N face
runs E-W across the full width of this section. The rampart is preserved to a height of
1.01 m from its original ground level at the W section edge. Between 0.60 to 0.80 m
remain above the Period I rampart stump further E, including two lacing courses;
together the two ramparts survive here to a total maximum height of 1.27 m. Again,
the section does not preserve the original rampart face but presents a longitudinal cut
along its body roughly 0.5 m inside this face. Although what survives of this rampart in
section is turf, the stretch of Period III rampart excavated in the 1990s and 2002, on the
south side of the site, had an earth core, which was only faced in turf; it is likely, therefore,
that the preserved stretch of the rampart studied here represents its northern turf cheek.
● Period VI: the 0.49–0.71 m above the remains of the Period III rampart corre
spond to Period VI activity. Immediately above the Period III rampart remains,
a levelling deposit is visible, c. 0.20 m thick in total, consisting of two layers. Above
this, surviving only for a maximum length of 2.33 m in the E half, turf blocks
belonging to the Period VI rampart survive. This latest rampart in this section
ran perpendicular to the earlier ones, N-S, across the middle of the trench
(Figure 5(a,b)). The sectioned stretch presents a partial cross-section of the
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Figure 5. (a). Isometric view of the 2018 South section, marking different periods of ramparts and their
relationships. © Tanja Romankiewicz. (b). Annotated photograph of the 2018 trench with three phases of
rampart in plan and section and their associated timber rafts. © Ben Russell and Vindolanda Trust.

Figure 5. (Continued).
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W rampart of the Period VI fort, which continued into the N part of the trench,
beyond the fronts of the previous ramparts. Where it crossed the line of the
northern ditches of the earlier forts, the Period VI rampart was built up from
a much lower level, constructed over a very substantial timber corduroy raft of
re-used oak planks packed with occasional boulders, presumably to mitigate
subsidence (Figure 5(b)). To judge from the construction technique as surviving
in section and observations made during the 2005–2006 excavations, this part of
the Period VI rampart corresponds to the second phase extension (compare
Figure 2 and Figure 3). Later disturbance, probably caused by the construction
of the Period VIA and VII stone forts, including a stone-built ramp to supply the
latter, has caused significant truncation of, and damage to, what survives from
Period VI. The effects of weathering and erosion are also more noticeable at this
level as is the poor overall preservation of the turf blocks, which have not been
as waterlogged as the lower phases and hence seen increased deterioration. Due
to these circumstances, no samples were analysed yet by micromorphology from
this phase of rampart.

Methods
The current study combines macroscopic observations (made on site and in the
archives) with a series of microscopic analyses of soil thin section slides to determine
the structure of the ramparts and their materials. Additional geochemical analyses
underway, such as XRF, Loss on Ignition and Particle Size Analyses are not reported
on here.
Field documentation and photogrammetry
In spring 2019, the vertical plane of the 2018 south section was trowel-cleaned back to
a vertical section, studied, and recorded photographically (using Agisoft Metashape
Professional); the resultant photogrammetric images were analysed with false colour
filtering and shadow highlighting, from which scaled drawings were produced
(Figures 6 and 7). Each construction course (turf block and levelling courses) was
assigned a letter, separated by construction periods. Five types of constructional ele
ments were distinguished: 1) turf blocks, longer than they are thick; 2) turf clods,
shorter than they are thick, used for filling gaps; 3) soil patches, also used to plug
gaps; 4) soil matrices associated with corduroy rafts or lacing courses of branches or
timber planks; and 5) soil levelling layers, spread along the top of courses of turf
blocks. These were labelled with a combination of the letter of their course and
a running number from left to right. Some courses consisted in parts of two layers
of thin turf blocks, where these made up the height of one thicker one. A total of
285 elements were recorded, of which a minimum of 169 and maximum of 217 were
turf blocks (Table 1). This range derives from where the extent of one complete turf
block was ambiguous and a separate label was given to what may have been
differently coloured parts within the same turf block or indeed separate ones. This
was particularly important for turf blocks that appear to have been of substantial

Figure 6. Photograph of the 2018 South section with three phases of rampart showing sample locations and all turf courses and construction elements
outlined. © Riley Snyder, Tanja Romankiewicz, and Ben Russell.
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Figure 7. Line drawing of 2018 section, showing construction elements with their labels: white fill/black label = turf block; grey/green = turf clod; dark yellow/
red = soil patches; orange/red = levelling layers; light yellow/turquoise = soil matrices in lacing courses; dark grey in lacing courses = leather strips and patches;
mid-brown in lacing courses = timber. © Riley Snyder, Tanja Romankiewicz, and Ben Russell.
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lengths (over 0.60 m); since these could have been difficult to handle without
breakage, a subdivision into two turf blocks seems more likely but was sometimes
difficult to identify. Results were contextualised against archival documentation of
previous excavations on site.

Micromorphology
A total of 10 micromorphological samples were taken from this section (Figure 6,
nos. 001–010). Six of these were processed for this study, resulting in nine slides for
analysis: five slides from Kubiëna tins measuring 75 mm x 55 mm x 40 mm (001,
003, 008, 009, 010), and four slides (006A-D) each 139 mm x 68 mm cut from one
larger tin (006) (Figure 7, compare Figure 8(a,b)). Samples were removed using
a sharp trowel or knife to push the tins carefully into the section. Thin sections were
produced at Terrascope, France, following standard procedures (Stoops, Marcelino,
and Mees 2010) and microscopic observations were conducted with reference to
Bullock et al. (1985), Stoops (2021), Nicosia and Stoops (2017) and Fitzpatrick
Table 1. Count of constructional elements: turf blocks, turf clods, soil patches, levelling layers, and
soil matrices in lacing courses. Elements J7, O11, and P6 fulfil both patching and levelling functions,
and were counted according to their main function.
No. of turf blocks
Course
A
B
C
D
E
F
SUM

Period
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

max
4
11
7
11
12
10
55

min
4
8
6
9
9
10
46

turf
clods
3
1
3
2
3
1
13

soil
patches
0
1
0
0
1
0
2

levelling
layers
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

soil matrices
in lacing courses
4
0
1
0
0
0
5

total
elements
11
13
11
13
16
11
75

G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
SUM
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
Aa
SUM
TOTALS

III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III
pre-VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI
VI

4
4
9
6
9
0
15
17
15
14
15
0
4
3
115
8
1
12
7
11
6
2
47
217

4
2
5
4
6
0
14
12
11
11
12
0
3
3
87
7
1
9
6
7
4
2
36
169

0
2
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
7
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
22

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

0
0
2
1
0
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
7
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
8

0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
17
2
6
0
0
0
0
0
8
30

4
6
11
9
10
10
17
20
16
19
15
7
5
3
152
13
7
12
7
11
6
2
58
285
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Figure 8. Overview of thin section slides: (a) 001; 003; 008; 009; 010; (b) 006A; 006B; 006 C; 006D
(see following page). © Tom Gardner and Tanja Romankiewicz.

(2012); soil formation characteristics were referenced to the Guidelines for Soil
Description 4th Edition (FAO 2006).
The nine samples analysed using micromorphology were from the best-preserved
areas of the section and cover the key points of interest from a construction perspective;
they focus on construction breaks or material changes, and aim at a detailed character
isation of the turf blocks of the different periods of rampart (for sample locations, see
Figures 6 and 7; for overview of samples per period see Table 2). Samples 001 and 003
cover similar-sized turf blocks within the same courses (Period III: P, Q) to assess the
degree of variation between closely placed blocks. Samples 008, 009 and 010 focus on
yellow-ish soil matrices with a view to testing whether these were part of individual turf
blocks or separately mixed soil patches and levelling layers. Sample 006A-D forms
a sequence across two phases of rampart (Periods I and III), starting and ending with
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lacing courses (C11 and L5-6) in order to compare the properties of turf blocks and soil
matrices from different periods of rampart.

Results
A full report and method statement for the micromorphological work (Gardner 2020) can be
accessed in the site archive via the Vindolanda Trust and online on the Earthen Empire project
website (The Earthen Empire Project 2021); here, key observations from both macro and
micro analyses as they relate to construction practices at the site are discussed.
Macroscopic observations
The dominant building material in all three phases of ramparts are grassland turf
blocks, with the grass still visible in the field due to the exceptional environmental
conditions at the site (Figures 6 and 7). These blocks contain ex situ soil strata, with
vegetation, topsoil, and subsoil levels visible macroscopically. All turf blocks identified
are laid inverted, with their vegetation and topsoil horizons facing downwards (apart
from possibly P11, in an area dominated by patching, compare Figures 6 and 7). In
addition to whole turf blocks, turf clods of cut-down or fragmented blocks also have ex
situ soil strata (e.g. D3, M5). A different material is then employed for the various soil
matrices of the lacing courses (e.g. L1-10 or R1-6), soil patches (e.g. J2, N19), and in
levelling layers (e.g. I14, N16). This is a yellow-ish soil, similar to the B horizons of the
turf blocks and clods but more heterogeneous and admixed in character with courser
and finer matrices. While the turf blocks are more or less of regular thickness (average
0.07 m), and only the lowest levels of the Period I rampart have seen significant
distortion, the thickness of the lacing courses varies significantly, both between courses
but also within individual courses (e.g. for R or L 0.05 m min., 0.18 or 0.20 m max.
respectively). All constructional elements, of course, have been subject to postconstruction compression and shrinkage.
Period I rampart
Six courses of the Period I rampart survive (A-F; see Figure 7). The first of these
consists of a thick timber corduroy raft (A1-11) comprising branches of birch and
probably also alder but seemingly no oak. This is consistent with the pollen record,
although birch must have been brought from further afield, perhaps when the local
alder was exhausted (Manning, Birley, and Tipping 1997, 184). This raft also contained
some turf blocks (A2, A6, A9-10) and clods (A3, A8, A11), as well as strips of leather,
apparently cut from disused tents, a feature identified also for other periods in this
section and elsewhere on the site. The raft, a maximum of 0.18 m thick, was laid out on
the yellow subsoil corresponding to the pre-Roman subsoil levels, which seemingly had
its O and A horizons already removed at this stage (see Figure 5(b)). Only one possible
and discontinuous lacing course remains (C11, sitting one course, i.e. c. 0.1 m above the
base raft), probably because the rampart is not preserved to sufficient height rather than
because more did not exist. The remaining courses of the Period I rampart (B-F)
comprise mostly turf blocks: a total of between 46 and 55 whole blocks, all lozengeshaped. Many are noticeably shorter than the turf blocks of the later period ramparts,
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measuring as a median between 0.15 and 0.57 m in length, with an overall median of
0.27 m. These were 0.10 m high at their thickest point, with an overall median thickness
of 0.07 m (Table 3). Similar in shape and dimension, they resemble the turf blocks
observed in the Period VI phase 1 rampart, excavated in 2005–2006 to the S (compare
Figure 3).

Table 2. General characteristics of turf blocks according to sample numbers and micromorphological
units. Oi = poorly decomposed organic matter; Oe = moderately decomposed organic matter;
Aa = highly decomposed organic matter; Ba = highly decomposed organic matter; Bl = mottling.
Period
I
I

III
III
III

Label
Sample no./MM units
Horizon
C11 006D/unit E
A + B mix
D11 006D/unit C; 006C/unit F
Bl
006D/unit D
Aa
E14 006C/unit C; 006B/unit E
Bl
006D/unit A; 006C/unit D
Aa
006C/unit E; 006D/unit B
Oe
F10 006B/unit C; 006A/unit C B (some A/B interface)
006C/unit A
Aa to B interface
006B/unit D; 006C/unit B
O/Oe
L5 006A/unit B; 006B/unit A
Bl mix
L6 006B/unit B
Bl mix
M9 006A/unit A
Oe

III
III

N17
N15

III
III

N16
N12

III
III

O12
O10

III
III

O11
P13

III

P5

III
III

I

I

010/unit
010/unit
010/unit
010/unit
009/unit

D
B
C
A
D

Ba
Aa
Oe
Bl mix
B

009/unit
008/unit
009/unit
008/unit
009/unit
008/unit
008/unit
003/unit

C
C
A
D
B
A
B
E

Oe
Bl
Aa
Aa
B mix
Aa
Oe
B

Q4
Q5

003/unit
003/unit
003/unit
003/unit

A
B
C
D

Bl
Aa
Oe
Oi

III
III

P1
Q1

III

Q2

001/unit
001/unit
001/unit
001/unit
001/unit

E
C
D
A
B

B
Oe
Oi
Bl
Aa to B interface

Turf Blocks
Infills

16
5

double
Oi
cut
removed

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1

2.5Y 7/8
7.5YR 6/3
5YR 4/4
2.5Y 7/8
2.5Y 7/8
5YR 2/4
2.5Y 7/8
5YR 4/4
7.5YR 6/3
2.5Y 7/8
5YR 2/4
5YR 2/4
2.5Y 7/8
2.5Y 7/8
7.5YR 6/3
5YR 4/4
5YR 2/4
2.5Y 7/6
5YR 4/4
5YR 2/4
2.5Y 7/8
7.5YR 6/3

1
5

Munsell colour
2.5Y 6/8
2.5Y 7/8 to 7.5 YR 6/3
7.5YR 6/3
2.5Y 7/8
7.5YR 6/3
5YR 4/4
2.5Y 7/8 to 7.5YR 6/3
7.5YR 6/3
5YR 4/4
5YR 4/4
2.5Y 7/8
5YR 4/4

6
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Disturbances are visible in the central part of the preserved stretch of the Period
I rampart, possibly a result of deformation due to the weight from the later construc
tions on top, as well as the lower turf blocks being more moisture-rich from rising
ground water and thus more plastic. Thirteen small clods, some of A-, some of
B-horizon material, and two soil patches fill in gaps, but no levelling layers are notice
able (Figure 7; Table 1); and indeed, as a result of the lozenge shape of the blocks, the
courses here are more undulating than those of later date. The length of turf blocks in
the Period I rampart increases significantly towards the western end of the preserved
stretch (0.40 m median length compared to the median of 0.25 m further east),
probably because at this point the rampart started to curve southwards and so these
blocks are cut on the diagonal by the section.
Period III rampart
At the E end of the section, the Period III rampart was built directly over and
incorporating the remains of the Period I rampart, using comparably longer turf
blocks of regular thickness. The earlier rampart had not been levelled off but shows
a noticeable unevenness in its last course (F1-11, Figures 6 and 7). At this end of the
section, nine courses of this Period III rampart survive (L-T), including two courses
(S, T) truncated by the Period VI works. To the W, beyond the NW corner of the
Period I fort, the builders of the Period III rampart built up from the same subsoil
ground level as that used in Period I and against the remains of the earlier rampart,
but without a basal corduroy raft (as also noted in the earlier excavations elsewhere
on site); 12 courses survive at this western section end (G-R). The NW edge of the
Period I rampart was stepped back here, seemingly to key in the courses of the new
rampart, a practice also observed at Strageath (Frere and Wilkes 1989, fig. 7). A total
of between 87 and 115 turf blocks could be identified across this Period III stretch.
These are broadly parallelogram-shaped in profile and arranged in even courses.
Blocks measure between 0.16 and 0.66 m in length, with a median of 0.31 m, and
have a median maximum thickness of 0.11 m, with an overall median of 0.08 m (Table
3). Two lacing courses of timbers can be observed (L, R), comprising branches of
birch; the first is roughly between 0.35 and 0.55 m above the original ground level and
the second between 0.30 to 0.50 m above the first, meaning that they are separated
systematically by five courses of turf blocks each. The overall soil matrix of these
lacing courses appears to have been sufficiently wet and plastic when it was applied, to
judge by the way it moulded itself around turf blocks both below and above it, which
also implies some manual compression. Several individual soil matrix layers within
the lacing courses can be identified (L1-10, R1-6), built up on top of each other and
interlaced with the wood as well as leather strips and patches, showing differences in
colour and texture (Figure 6). Seven clods and six soil patches were used as gap fillers
(e.g. K2, M15, N19) and seven thinner levelling layers (e.g. I5, N16, P17) to even out
squattier turf blocks (Figure 7; Table 1).
Period VI rampart
Between the remains of the Period III and Period VI ramparts, a levelling course (U3-4),
also containing turf blocks (U1-2, U5-7, U10-11, U13), clods/soil patches (U8, U12), and
a soil levelling layer (U9) can be noted. A new lacing course was laid directly over this,
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Table 3. Dimensions of turf blocks (in m) per period. Since blocks are irregular, median rather than
average values are calculated.
Thickness
Period
I
III
VI

Min.
0.03
0.04
0.03

Max.
0.10
0.11
0.10

Length
Median
0.07
0.08
0.06

Min.
0.15
0.16
0.17

Max.
0.57
0.66
0.60

Median
0.27
0.31
0.26

and the turf blocks of the Period VI rampart were placed on top. The material within this
lacing course consisted of several superimposed layers (V1-6), with the wood incorpo
rated between these but leather apparently missing. The south section cuts these timbers
longitudinally and so their profile is not visible. Compared to the thinner branches used
in Period I and III, these are more substantial off-cuts, probably of oak, like the timbers
found in the extension of the Period VI (phase 2) rampart in 2005–2006. Since such
mature oak timbers were continually re-used on site, this was evidently a highly valued
resource and one not available locally in plentiful quantities.
Although the turf blocks of this rampart are poorly preserved in this section, five
courses could be identified with certainty (W-AA) and between 36 and 47 individual
turf blocks. As in Period III, these turf blocks are mostly parallelogram-shaped but
some have edges closer to the vertical. The blocks were also noticeably thinner,
although measuring on average 0.10 m at their thickest point, blocks were frequently
down to 0.03 m at their thinner ends, resulting in an overall median thickness of just
0.06 m (Table 3). Blocks measure 0.17 to 0.60 m in length, with a median length of
0.26 m. It is difficult to assess how much of this reduced thickness compared to the
similar-shaped blocks of Period III (i.e. 25% difference) is an artefact of greater
shrinkage because of drier conditions higher up within this section; however, evidence
in course Y, containing a change from two thinner turf blocks stacked in one area (Y39) into full course-height turf blocks (Y2, Y10) suggests that the use of thinner blocks
overall in this period is an original feature. This section of the Period VI rampart
contains no clods, soil patches or levelling layers apart from those separating it from the
Period III rampart.

Micromorphological observations
All identified turf was sourced from mull grassland, with the micromorphology
showing a sequence of O, A, and B horizons, with various subcategories of these, as
shown in Table 2 and defined in its caption. Some individual blocks represent only
A and O horizons, others A and B horizons, or B horizons only; the potential reasons
for this will be examined further below in the discussion. Very little anthropic
material was noted in the sampled blocks; the turf had developed on glacial till,
with some upper layers of this till having seen glacio-fluvial reworking. This rework
ing was evidenced by the change from the poorly sorted gravel and sand dominated
groundmass of the basal glacial material to the moderately to well sorted siltier
groundmass higher in the turf blocks. This showed an average ratio for the minero
genic matter within the sample and a distribution across different particle sizes of
c. 50–55% sand, 30–35% silts, and 15% clays (compare data separated by horizons in

B (some A/B)

Ba
B
Bl
B
Bl
B
Bl
Aa to B
Aa to B
Aa
Aa

Aa
Aa
Aa

B

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
A/B
A/B
A
A

A
A

A
A

Bl

B

Soil type

Bl

Soil type specifics

B

Period

III
III

III
III

III
III
III
III
III
III
III
I
III
I
I

I

I

I

Label

P13
Q5

N15
O10

N17
N12
O10
P5
Q4
P1
Q2
F10
Q2
D11
E14

F10

E14

D11

Sample no./MM unit

+

+

+
+
±
+
+
±
±
±
±
+
+

±
+
+
+
+

006B/unit E
006B/unit C;

006A/unit C
010/unit D
009/unit D
008/unit C
003/unit E
003/unit A
001/unit E
001/unit A
006C/unit A
001/unit B
006D/unit D
006D/unit A;

006C/unit D
010/unit B
009/unit A
008/unit D
008/unit A
003/unit B

+

degree of sorting

006C/unit C;

006C/unit F

006D/unit C;

Fe/Mn frequency

+
t
+
t
+

+
t
++
+
+
++
+
+
+
+
+

+

++

++

B horizon/B mix
manual compression
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
-

+

+

+

A horizon thickness
(partial) in mm
>15
>15
>14
30–47

-

A horizon thickness
(total) in mm
51
-

46
31

A/O horizon grazing
indicators
+

+

laminated
+

+

+
+

+

granular
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+

prismatic
+

massive
+
+

+

blocky
+

+

+

+

vughs
++
+
++
+
+

++
+

+
++

++

+

chambers
++

++

+

channels
+

+

planar voids
+

+
+
+
+
+

+

+

+

monic
+
+

+

enaulic
+++

++

+
++

+

++

++
++
++

++

+

60
50
50
60
50
50
40
50
50
60
50

50

50

60

50
+++ 60
++ ++ 40
++ 50
++
50

+++

++
+++
++ ++
++
++
++
+++
+ +++
+ +++
++
+ +++

+

++

+++

close porphyric

gefuric

PARTICLE
SIZE

sand

C/F RELATION

40
30
40
40
40

30
40
40
30
20
30
20
30
30
30
40

40

20

20

silt

VOIDS

>50%

10
10
20
10
10

10
10
10
10
30
20
40
20
20
10
10

<1%

35–50% 5–15%
15–35% 2–5%
35–50% <1%
35–50% 2–5%
35–50% 5–15%

>50%
<1%
35–50% <1%
35–50% <1%
>50%
<1%
15–35% 2–5%
15–35% 2–5%
15–35% <1%
5–15% 5–15%
5–15% 5–15%
15–35% 2–5%
35–50% 5–15%

10 35–50%

2–5%

<1%

-

1
-

-

-

-

moderate
high
high
high
high

high
high
high
high
high
high
high
moderate
moderate
high
high

high

high

(Continued )

15–35%
5–15%
2–5%
5–15%
5–15%

<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
2–5%
<1%
<1%
15–35%
15–35%
5–15%
5–15%

<1%

2–5%

<1%

high

ORGANIC (>63 μm)

COARSE MATTER
MINERAL (>63 μm)

30 15–35%

20

clay

MICROSTRUCTURE

quartz

GROUNDMASS

phytoliths

HORIZON SPECIFIC
CHARACTER

diatoms

GENERAL
CHARACTER

plant (excl. charcoal)

Turf Sample Map Vindolanda

open porphyric

Oi horizon cut

Table 4. Specific characteristics of B, A, and O horizons and soil matrices in lacing layers. General character: + (well-sorted), ± (moderately sorted), – (poorly
sorted); Horizon specific character: + presence, - absence; Fe/Mn frequency: t (trace), + (rare, 1–2%), ++ (occasional, 2–5%), +++ (many, 5–10%); C/F: course/
fine relationship; n/a: fines too rare to attribute c/f distribution.
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Period

C11
L5

I
III

III
III
III

infill B-mix
infill B-mix
infill B-mix

L6
N16
O11

Q1

III

F10

E14

M9
N15
O12
P13
Q5

Soil type specifics

III
III
III
III
III

I

I

Label

Oe
Oe
Oe
Oe
Oe
Oi
O
Oe
Oi
infill A + B mix
infill B-mix

O/Oe

O

O
O
O
O
O

Oe

Soil type

O

±

±

±
±
+
±

±
±
±

006C/unit B
006A/unit A
010/unit C
009/unit C
008/unit B
003/unit C
003/unit D
001/unit C
001/unit D
006D/unit E
006A/unit B;

006B/unit A
006B/unit B
010/unit A
009/unit B

Sample no./MM unit

006D/unit B
006B/unit D;

degree of sorting

006C/unit E;

Fe/Mn frequency

++
++
++

+++
++

+

t
t
+

+

+

B horizon/B mix
manual compression
+
-

+
-

-

-

A/O horizon grazing
indicators
+
+
+
+
-

-

+

Oi horizon cut
+
+
+
+
-

+

+

laminated
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+

granular
+

+

+

+

+

massive
+
+

blocky
+
+
++

+

vughs
+

+

++

++

+

+

+

chambers
+
+

+

channels
+

+

planar voids
n/a
n/a
n/a

monic

+

+
+
+++ +
++
+++ +++
+
+

+
+

+

+

gefuric
+

n/a
n/a
n/a

enaulic
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

n/a
n/a
n/a
+

open porphyric

+++
+++
++ ++

++
+++

+++
++ ++
+++

n/a
n/a
n/a

+++

+++

close porphyric

prismatic

A horizon thickness
(total) in mm

A horizon thickness
(partial) in mm

PARTICLE
SIZE

60
60
60

70
70
60
60
50
40
50
80
50
50

50

50

sand

C/F RELATION

20
20
30

20
20
30
30
40
50
40
20
40
20

40

40

silt

VOIDS

5–15%

20
20
10

>50%
>50%
>50%

2–5%
2–5%
2–5%

10 5–15% 5–15%
10 35–50% 5–15%
10 5–15% 5–15%
10 2–5% 5–15%
10 5–15% 5–15%
10 5–15% 15–35%
10 5–15% 5–15%
0
2–5% 15–35%
10 35–50% 5–15%
30 35–50% 5–15%

<1%

5–15%

1
1
1

1
1
1

-

ORGANIC (>63 μm)

COARSE MATTER
MINERAL (>63 μm)

10 35–50%

10

clay

MICROSTRUCTURE

quartz

GROUNDMASS

phytoliths

HORIZON SPECIFIC
CHARACTER

diatoms

GENERAL
CHARACTER

2–5%
2–5%
<1%

>50%
>50%
>50%
>50%
15–35%
35–50%
35–50%
>50%
2–5%
5–15%

high
high
high

low
low
moderate
moderate
moderate
low
moderate
low
high
high

35–50% moderate

15–35% moderate

plant (excl. charcoal)

Turf Sample Map Vindolanda

decomposition

Table 4. (Continued).
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Table 4). These ratios are relative not quantitative values, assessed via their distribu
tion within each thin section slide.
Apart from typical soil variation between horizons, i.e. higher silt ratios in A and
O horizons (typically 40%) and higher clay ratios in B horizons (typically 20%),
variation in the range of 10–20% can be noted even in the same horizons across
different turf blocks. A slight difference between micromorphological characterisation
of the same units sampled in overlapping areas in adjacent slides (006A-D) confirms
this general heterogeneity of turf, even at micro-scale. This heterogeneity does not
allow for clear-cut inferences about the local sourcing of turf, since the subsoil
characterisation across the wider area fluctuates, between glacial and glacio-fluvial
sediments, and the topsoils were therefore also varied. Equally, the small section area
and limited number of samples prevents any significant quantitative conclusions in
terms of sedimentology and particle size; the small data set could also include outliers
skewing results. However, certain nuanced trends can be identified, which could be
linked to deliberate decision-making relating to sourcing and construction processes.
The micromorphological report available online and through the Vindolanda Trust’s
archive considers each sample individually. The following compares the key

Figure 9. Details typical of B horizons under plane-polarised light (PPL), unless otherwise stated: (a)
well-sorted groundmass, Period I, turf block D11, [sample 006D/unit C]; (b) moderately-sorted
groundmass, Period III, N17, [010/unit D]; (c) inverted Fe/Mn pedofeature (white arrows), Period
III, O10, [008/unit C;] (d) dusty-clay coatings around voiding (lighter zones in-between white stippled
outlines), Period III, P5, [003/unit E] under cross-polarised light (XPL). Scale bar 500 μm. © Tom
Gardner and Tanja Romankiewicz.
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Figure 10. Diagram exemplifying characteristic distinction between mature and incipient soil strata
between Period I and Period III turf source locations under plane-polarised light (PPL): a)/b) Period
I turf sources: well-established O and A horizons (a) on top of well-sorted B horizons with frequent
root penetration and bioturbation (b); c)/d) Period III turf sources: new O and A horizons reestablished (c) on incipient B horizons, moderately sorted (d). Scale bar for thin section details
500 μm. © Tom Gardner and Tanja Romankiewicz.

characteristics of each of the observable soil horizons across the various samples, in
order to provide a basis for the fuller discussion of material sourcing and the construc
tion practices below.
B horizons
The observed B horizon units were all of clay loam with 50–60% subrounded to
subangular quartz sand, with gravels derived from the basal sandstones, siltstones,
and mudstones (Table 4). The Period I material appears better sorted, suggestive of
sourcing from glacio-fluvial pockets from the upper ranges of glacial till in mid-slope
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areas, where similar deposits are known to survive today (Figure 9(a,b)). Consistent and
frequent occurrence of inverted Fe/Mn panning for Period I compared to Period III
might indicate a greater uptake of water via the Period I turf roots (Figure 9(c)), with
the minerals accumulating within the turf block soils after the plant material had
decayed. Alternatively, the more varied void structure, including chambers and chan
nels, compared to the dominant vughs in Period III may have accelerated water- and
thus soluble mineral-intake. The Period I B horizons are also slightly sandier and less
silty than those of Period III and have a more established granular microstructure due
to extensive reworking by soil fauna. However, these differences are not significant
enough to assert a wetter source for the Period I turf blocks. The dominance of mottling
in Bl horizon material, most notable in Period I, is evidence of variable hydrology
within the grassland sources, commonly seen within glacial till in upland areas, but also
occurring in glacio-fluvial pockets around Vindolanda. The Fe/Mn panning and nodule
formation is further complicated by hydrological processes affecting the turf blocks as
built into the rampart.
While organic matter was generally limited within the subsoil (typically <1-5%),
consisting mostly of highly degraded root matter, the Period I B horizons have
a comparably higher plant component, indicative of well-established plants exploiting
B horizons just below the A/B interface (Figure 10(a,b)). The well- to moderately sorted
Period III B horizons appear more incipient in contrast; an observation that matches
their lower percentage of plant component (Figure 10(c,d)). This suggests these Period
III B horizons derived from a slightly deeper subsoil strata only marginally colonised by
incipient vegetation in the upper reaches of the soil profile (Figure 10). This could
indicate that some of the same locations used for earlier turf blocks were re-cut later, as
will be discussed below.
Thin section analysis confirmed the upside-down placements of turf blocks (grassside down) in the rampart even within B horizon-only material, in the form of inverse
soil strata, particularly clear in the broken Fe/Mn pans (Figure 9(c)) or traces of dusty
clay coatings which lie at the current tops of voids (Figure 9(d); compare Huisman and
Milek 2017, 117).
A horizons
The A horizon units were of loam to clay loam trending downwards with 50–55%
subrounded to subangular quartz sands (Table 4). The qualitative ratios match the
B horizon pattern of sandier turf blocks in Period I and more silty and also more clayrich matrices in Period III; but again, rather than necessarily indicating wetter source
locations for Period I turf, this slight difference between the periods is likely to lie
within the ranges of natural variation within individual turf blocks.
All A horizons contain highly decomposed organic matter with only one charac
terised as moderate (N15); this plant matter consisted primarily of monocotyledonous
and largely epidermal plant tissue, horizontally laminated along its base; some lignified
tissues and associated in situ phytoliths (Figure 11(a); Figure 11(b) for evidence of
deformation indicative of manual compression during construction). As with the
B horizons, plant components and root matter are less common in the Period III turf
blocks. Pedofeatures are dominated by earthworm excrement and granulation, indica
tive of paedogenesis, with occasional grazing indicators, for both periods (Table 4).
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Figure 11. Details typical of A horizons under plane-polarised light (PPL) (a) horizontal laminated
plant tissues, some degraded (white arrows), and plant pseudomorphic voids (black arrow), Period I,
turf block D11, [sample 006D/unit D]; (b) blocky and deformed groundmass with post-depositional
deformation and sub-vertical voiding (black arrow), indicative of manual compression, Period III,
O10, [008/unit D]; (c) plant pseudomorph voiding (black arrow) and lenses of horizontally laminated
fines between plant tissue as grazing indicators (white arrows), Period I, E14, [006 C/unit D]; (d)
lenses of minerogenic material within horizontal laminated plant tissues as possible grazing
indicators (low-energy sedimentation), Period I, E14, [006D/unit A]. Scale bar 500 μm. © Tom
Gardner and Tanja Romankiewicz.

These have been identified in the form of probable herbivore faecal matter, skeins of
yellow amorphous organic bodies containing identifiable monocotyledonous macro
fossils (Figure 11(c); see Shahack-Gross 2017, 270), and in horizontally laminated fines
within the organic matter suggestive of periodic low-energy erosion and poaching of
upper soil horizons (Figure 11(d); see Rentzel et al. 2017, 286). The lamination is most
likely a result of localised erosion or puddle formation, which deposited minerogenic
material upon grasslands, typically linked to ground compaction by livestock while
grazing, poaching or capping. Such factors are more frequent in O horizons (see below),
but also associated with long-term grazing regimes, given their presence in the lower
strata A horizons here (compare Macphail and Crowther Forthcoming). These
A horizon units were typically between 30 and 50 mm in depth in both periods
where their full thickness was sampled, suggesting generally well-developed lower
topsoil and well-established grass cover above, even for the more incipient material
from Period III. None of the samples contained evidence for an eluvial horizon (E
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Figure 12. Details typical of O horizons under plane-polarised light (PPL): (a) plant and leaf litter
with seed heads (white arrow) in Oi horizon, Period III, turf block Q1, [001/unit D]; (b) planar subhorizontal voiding and deformation as effect of compression from trampling over completed turf
courses, Period III, Q1, [001/unit C]; (c) lenses of excremental matter and pale yellow amorphous
organic bodies within groundmass as possible grazing indicators (black arrows), Period III, Q5, [003/
unit C]; (d) excremental organic fines and pale yellow amorphous organic bodies within plant litter
as grazing indicators (white arrows), Period III, Q5, [003/unit D]. Scale bar 500 μm. © Tom Gardner
and Tanja Romankiewicz.

Horizon), suggesting that turfs were not sourced from well-draining soils with extensive
scrub or woodland cover, or from podzols.
O horizons
The A horizon units supported well-preserved O horizons with total depths of 10 to
40 mm; these comprised litter relating to grass species and leaves (Table 4). Identifiable
grass cell structures and seed heads (in Oi horizons only) are visible at high resolution,
showing a level of preservation of organic material after almost 2000 years that is rarely
seen elsewhere (Figure 12(a)). All plant tissues lay horizontally with planar horizontal
voids formed along the base of turf blocks as built into the rampart (i.e. their original
upper surfaces); most of this voiding could be assigned to post-sampling shrinkage, but
some may also have been the effect of compression from trampling over completed turf
courses (Figure 12(b)). Such compression would ensure good bondage between the
moist upside-down B horizon and the fibres of the O horizon of the next course
above, as observed at the boundaries between these horizons where plant fibres from
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O horizons remain solidly incorporated amongst the B horizon sediments (e.g.
sample 001 between unit D and E; 008/unit A and B). Some O horizons exhibit
lamination due to grazing pressures (Figure 12(c); see Macphail and Crowther
forthcoming; Macphail et al. 2013) as well as the amorphous pale yellow organic
matter in horizontal skeins also connected to grazing, similar to the A horizons
(Figure 11(c-d)). A control using cross-polarised light (XPL, compared to the plane
polarised light (PPL) depicted for all other sample figures) showed this was indeed
predominately organic with no bands of siliceous phytoliths present. However, such
lamination could also represent low-scale erosion from oversaturated soils resulting
in puddling and some hydraulic reworking, especially where associated with mod
erately sorted coarse mineral arrangements.
Admixed soils in corduroy rafts, lacing courses, soil levelling layers, and soil patches
The basal rafts, upper lacing courses, and levelling layers, as well as the smaller soil
patches, primarily contain minerogenic material consistent with the B horizon units
within the sampled turf blocks (Table 4). Their matrices, however, lack the structural
cohesion seen within the ex situ B horizons of the turf blocks and their microstructure
is noticeably blocky. The latter indicates that this soil was disturbed and mixed and had
undergone distinct taphonomic alterations compared to the turf material. While aggre
gates and peds remain, showing soil cohesion in the form of articulated B horizon
fragments, these are generally less than 10 mm in diameter and sit within a larger
matrix of looser and unsorted mixed material (Figure 13(a)). Additions include discrete
organic-rich silty peds showing Fe/Mn impregnation of an indeterminate source and
one instance of rubified clay likely of industrial or domestic origin (Figure 13(b)). Some
Fe-rich clay fragments were also noted. No other anthropogenic material was appar
ently added, since no microcharcoal or phytolith-rich bands representing ash residue
were identified, even if the calcitic ash itself had seen acidic decay.
The matrix of these infills is typically of yellowish-grey clays, silts, sands, and gravels.
Their qualitative ratios differ from those of the ex situ B horizons in the turf blocks of
the respective periods, suggesting a separate subsoil source for the infills (compare
Table 4 Particle Size, B horizons and B-mix infill material). There is also a noticeable
difference in plant content with the admixed soils typically containing 2–5%, compared
to only traces of plant material within the turf block B horizons. The different mineral
composition ratios also vary noticeably between Period I and III admixes, although only
one example was analysed for Period I (C11). Its soil is very high in silts (40%) and low
in clays (10%), while the Period III samples are sandier, on average with 60% sand, 20–
25% silt, and 20% clay (Table 4).
Even within Period III infills, there is material variation. The first lacing course
(L5-6) had larger and more angular peds than the levelling layers and patches (N16,
O 11), suggesting a coarser mix for the former. These units also show large planar
voiding, horizontally as well as vertically and some less structured; these voids were
not visible in the levelling layers and patches under analysis (Figure 13(c)). Such
planar voiding is widely taken to represent trampling or tamping and the subse
quent release of weight causing small-scale bounce-back of the compacted deposit
(Cammas 2018, table 2, figs 3f & 3i, 164–165). This evidence is distinct from longerterm compaction by weight, as seen widely across the organic areas of the turf block
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Figure 13. Details typical of soil admixes under plane-polarised light (PPL): (a) blocky B-horizon
material within the soil matrix with some granularity with peds of articulated B horizons against
looser and unsorted mixed material, Period III, turf block O11, [sample 009/unit B]; (b) silt aggregates
with areas of Fe impregnations and rubified clay matter of industrial/domestic source (white stippled
line); Period I, C11, [006D/unit E]; (c) large sub-vertical planar voiding, indicative of trampling and
tampering, Period III, L5, [006A/unit B] (compare smaller size and less regular character of subvertical void in Fig. 9b ex situ B horizon); (d) birch rod, cellular structure with growth-rings, Period III,
L5, [006A/unit B]. Scale bar 500 μm. © Tom Gardner and Tanja Romankiewicz.

sequences. The compacting weight is a structural load, resulting from the ramparts
above, and is not released within the structure. However, especially planar vertical
or non-structured voiding as identified for some of the admixed B-horizon soil is
also found within the B horizons in turf blocks, albeit to a lesser degree, therefore
suggesting also some tamping after blocks were built into a course (compare
Figure 13(c) with Figure 9(b) and Table 4).
Although seemingly containing no wood and only one scrap of leather, the mixed
soil layer (C11) at the W end of the Period I rampart also presented these signs of
compaction through trampling or tamping, suggesting this layer was similarly built as
a lacing course but without wood appearing in this part of the section. Differences
between layers within individual lacing courses observed macroscopically were con
firmed in thin section, with the sandier and less plant-rich mix L6 placed at the bottom
and the more clay-rich L5, with 5–15% plant component, on top. The horizontally laid
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wooden element sampled in the L5-L6 lacing layer showed post-depositional shrinkage
and to judge by the visible growth rings was a minimum of 6 years old (Figure 13(d)).
No collapsed or wind-blown deposits were found between the uppermost turf blocks
of Period I rampart and the lacing course of Period III, which suggests that the builders
of the later period cut back into what remained of Period I turf blocks and prepared
a fresh surface.

Discussion
The analysis outlined above provides important insights into how the Roman military
units responsible for these ramparts planned and executed their turf sourcing and
procurement, cutting, and construction.
Sourcing of materials
The grassland from which the turf blocks were sourced were long-established and wellmanaged pastures, given the thickness of the A horizons and the presence of grazing
indicators. The recurring absence of Oi horizons – vegetation layers containing poorly
decomposed organic matter – suggests that either excessive vegetation cover such as
tussocks or rushes were trimmed off to avoid creating uneven courses, or the grass
cover was in places disturbed by erosion, trampling and potentially overgrazing. This
so-called ‘poaching’ means that above-ground vegetal growth is destroyed by animal
movement, as well as puddling and low-rate sedimentation, but that root matter
survives. Two turf blocks from the sampled area, one from each period (D11, Q2),
have no O horizons preserved, perhaps a result of heavy trampling and the movement
of carts over wet ground during cutting works.
The lack of anthropogenic material indicates that the turf source was not necessarily
on the fort site itself or near a pre-Roman settlement. However, the fact that the Period
I rampart was built upon subsoil with the vegetation and topsoil already removed might
indicate some turf sourcing on site, perhaps concentrated on the ditch and wall
corridors, with a grass cover retained within and outside the fort area. This on-site
sourcing would not have yielded sufficient material for the entire fort walls and must
have been complemented by turf brought in, presumably from nearby, given the effort
of transport and labour of cutting for the volume of turf blocks required (Snyder et al.
Forthcoming). Turf was certainly not sourced from the river terraces, as no purely
fluvial subsoils were identified. The pollen record confirms the dominance of pasturage
in the immediate area around Vindolanda until at least the early second century AD.
However, little can be said about the animals grazing this landscape because calcareous
spherulites, possible indicators of sheep/goat, are unlikely to survive in the relatively
acidic and waterlogged conditions.
The overall similarities between the B horizons indicate that turf blocks were not
brought from a wide range of locations. The variation in sorting between the Period
I and III blocks might, however, allow some conclusions about their sourcing to be
drawn. The better-sorted B-horizon material in Period I, together with its higher sand
and clay ratios as well as plant percentage, has been interpreted as cut from previously
undisturbed and well-established upper subsoil strata (Figure 10(a-b)). The Period III
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turf blocks with their higher quantity of moderately sorted glacial tills and fewer plant
components, both indicative of a deeper subsoil strata, could therefore have been cut
from the same location as the Period I blocks – after topsoil and grass cover had
partially re-established itself on the upper subsoil level left after Period I turf removal
(Figure 10(c-d)). Although the ramparts were built only 15 years apart, a shallow depth
of turf could have regrown quickly to then develop into robust A and O horizons within
this timeframe. Excavations at Appletree on Hadrian’s Wall in Cumbria indicated that
if rhizomatous roots remained within the cut subsoil, these could re-establish the first
grass cover within five weeks over a summer, with a wholesale regrowth estimated to
take a few years (Wilmott, Wells, and Hall 2009, 118). Turf regeneration through
manuring could have started quickly after cutting, accelerating the re-establishment
of well-developed A and O horizons as seen not only in Period I, but also in Period III.
Although not subject to micromorphological analysis, the thinner and seemingly
incipient topsoil in the turf blocks from the Period VI rampart could support this
hypothesis that stripped areas were re-exploited again later on. Alternatively, encroach
ing arable during the second century AD may have forced the turf builders later in this
century further afield to source material from pastures with less topsoil depth but as yet
unexploited; likewise, the wood required for the later ramparts may have had to be
brought in from beyond the immediate area or was indeed reused mature oak from
previous constructions on site.
While the bulk of the turf blocks were not sourced on site, the different materials of
the various soil patches, levelling layers and in particular the admixed soil matrices of
the lacing courses suggests that these could possibly have been sourced from organicrich B horizons on site. The excavation and re-excavation of the ditches in front of the
ramparts would have provided ample material from sediments relatively high-up in
a B-horizon sequence, possibly even within an A/B horizon interface to match the
evidence of the sampled material. Since this ditch-edge material would have to have
been removed anyway, using it in the rampart presented a double saving on transport
costs. The consistency of the plant-component figure suggests a deliberate choice of
fibrous subsoil and avoidance of more sterile material from the bottom of the ditch.
Similarly, more saturated soils as present in the ditches may have been preferred for the
infill material, indicated by the presence of diatoms within the lacing soil matrices,
which are otherwise lacking in the turf block horizons apart from in a few Oi horizons.
On the other hand, the diatoms could have entered the infill matrix during mixing in
areas of existing puddles. The same process explains the incorporation of some indus
trial waste material within the infill mix.
Cutting of turf blocks
At Vindolanda, the median length of turf blocks from all periods is 0.27 m, based on
157 mostly complete blocks. Period III has the longest turf blocks overall (median
0.31 m), while Period VI appear slightly shorter with a median of 0.26 m, but with both
having individual block lengths of up to 0.68 m. This length is probably close to the
maximum lengths that could practically be cut and handled without ripping them. The
lozenge-shaped Period I blocks are more varied, with some quite short blocks, but an
overall prevalence of longer blocks results in a median of 0.27 m, which may be
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a slightly distorted figure as some of the longer blocks are sectioned diagonally (see
above).
The Roman writer Vegetius recommends that turf blocks used in construction
should be 1.5 × 1 x 0.5 Roman feet (or 0.44 × 0.30 x 0.15 m) (De re militari 3.8).
Experimental works as part of the current project suggests a turf block of this size and
material composition would have weighed c. 25 kg. Vegetius’ figures are a guide, of
course, and actual turf block dimensions will always vary depending on the nature of
the soil and density of roots. At the Plantation Place fort in London, the turf blocks
measured on average 0.30 × 0.30 x 0.08 m (1 x 1 × 0.25 Roman feet) (Dunwoodie,
Harward, and Pitt 2015, 47); Jones notes that turf blocks, as they appear today in
Roman fort ramparts, are typically 0.02–0.05 m thick, but may have been reduced by
shrinkage and compression (1975, 80). The largest turf blocks for the Flavian rampart at
Strageath measured 0.46 × 0.30 m in plan, others were 0.28 × 0.28 m square, and
between 0.03 and 0.08 m thick (Frere and Wilkes 1989, 17). In the Antonine I phase,
larger turf blocks were used: up to 0.61 × 0.38 m, alongside nearly square blocks of
0.48 × 0.43 m (Frere and Wilkes 1989, 19). In the late first-century AD ramparts at
Strasbourg, the observed turf blocks measured ca. 0.30–0.40 × 0.25–0.30 x 0.10–0.15 m
(Kuhnle 2018, 154–158).
Although the ramparts at Vindolanda discussed here were only analysed in section,
the dimensions of the turf blocks in each period do provide some insight into how
they were arranged during construction. In the Period I rampart, which was sectioned
longitudinally and therefore parallel to the rampart face, c. 70% of the turf blocks
were less than 0.35 m long, which is ± 20% of the width of a turf block recommended
in Vegetius’ text quoted above. This would seem to suggest that most of the turf
blocks in this rampart were laid as headers, with their short sides parallel to the face
of the rampart and their longer sides stretching into the core. The picture is less clearcut for the later period ramparts, however. For the Period III rampart, also cut
longitudinally, 54% of blocks seem to have been laid as headers, the remainder as
stretchers (with their long side parallel to the rampart face). In the Period VI rampart
59% of the turf blocks seem to have their short sides parallel to the section. However,
since this rampart is cut transversely by the section (see Figure 5(a)), this suggests
that a slight majority of the turf blocks in this rampart face were actually laid as
stretchers, not headers.
The blocks that only have O and A, A and B, or B-only horizons indicate that they
were double-cut (Table 2; see Figure 10). In other words, one set of turf blocks were cut
from the O and A horizons and then a second set beneath this, which in some cases
comprised solely B-horizon material. In the case of these B-horizon only turf blocks it is
noticeable that, on average, their B horizons have a higher root component compared
to single-cut turf blocks with a full O-to-B sequence (e.g. N17 and Q4; see Tables 2 and
4). Good root penetration provides a better structural bond for the B-horizon matrix,
an important factor not only for the stability and shear strength of the built structure,
but also when handling the turf blocks as the roots will help to keep the soil particles
connected. It may therefore be that double-cutting was only undertaken in areas of
more densely rooted subsoil. Although this is typical for wetter source locations, as
recorded in Iceland (Milek 2012, 121–123), the low overall plant component in the
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B horizons here does not imply a wetland source but rather the deeper exploitation of
individual spots with stronger root matter.
The key morphological differences between the turf blocks of the three different
ramparts are their shapes. The parallelogram-shaped blocks of the Period III and VI
ramparts were cut vertically downwards along the sides of the block and at a slight
angle at either end, best achieved with a flat-bladed spade. A similarly flat blade could
then have been used to remove the block horizontally, ideally with an angled or
sinuous-shaped handle to ensure the spade can be inserted flat and parallel to the soil
horizon lines. This cutting could be done by one person or by a team of two working
together, each with their own spade. In the Netherlands, a so-called zodenlichter was
used for a long time, especially on heavy, clay-rich soils; on this tool a rope is added to
a large angled spade to combine pulling and pushing actions when lifting the block
horizontally. The result was a broadly oblong block, similar to what in the Icelandic
turf-building tradition is called a kvíahnaus (Stefánsson 2019, 27) or a fale in the
Scottish tradition (Walker 2006, 9). Examples of spades that could have been used for
cutting turf in this way have been found at Vindolanda (Blake 1999, 28–29).
The lozenge-shaped blocks were probably cut along both long sides by a longhandled spade, with a slightly angled head (similar to a Scottish flaughter spade with
a dished blade, Walker 2006, 9). On the light Icelandic tephra-rich soils, a curved knife
with an upward-facing handle known as a turf scythe (torflía) is also used to cut such
blocks. A one-handled torflía required the worker to cut along both sides of the turf.
However, there also exists a two-handled tool in Iceland, which allows for the extraction
of a block in one cut but requires two people (Stefánsson 2019, 22–23; Sigurðardóttir
2008, 6–7). A tool from the Netherlands with an angled blade and perpendicular
handle, a plaggenzicht, i.e. turf-block scythe, could have also cut lozenge-shaped turf
blocks, but of smaller dimensions, typically used as bedding in byres and less often in
buildings; this tool was favoured on the light soils of the sandier regions, in the central
Netherlands north of the river area. Such tools have not yet been identified among
Roman military equipment. The latter tools would have created a turf block that was
essentially triangular or trapezoidal in profile, similar to a thick version of a scraw or
divet block cut with a dished flaughter in the Scottish tradition or like a torfa block in
Iceland, cut with a torflía (Walker 2006, 9, 11; Stefánsson 2019, 27). These blocks would
have acquired their lozenge-shape by virtue of gravity, when lifted and then compressed
into the wall.
Why the turf blocks for the Period I and later ramparts were cut differently is not
clear. The shapes of the blocks do not seem to relate to the character of the soil, since
they were probably sourced from similar areas. This is also not simply a chronological
evolution on site: lozenge-shaped turf blocks are found in the Period I and first phase of
the Period VI ramparts, parallelogram-shaped ones in the Period II and second phase of
the Period VI ramparts. When all the data relating to the different phases of ramparts,
based both on earlier excavations and observations made on the 2018 section, are
compared (Table 5), the most plausible explanation is that the different forms of turf
blocks relate to the units responsible for these structures.
The members of the cohors I Tungrorum, who built the Periods I and II forts, and the
troops of the cohors II Nerviorum, who have been associated with the first phase of the
Period VI fort, both seemingly built with lozenge-shaped blocks. They also both built
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Table 5. Details associated with the different periods of rampart.
Period
(Phase)

Start date

I
II
III

c. AD 85
c. AD 90
c. AD 100

VI (1)
VI (2)

AD 140s-160s

Superstructure
Solid turf
Solid turf
Turf cheeks and
earth core
Solid turf
Solid turf

Corduroy
raft

Lacing
course

Turf form

Unit

Y
Y
N

Y
?
Y

Lozenge
?
Parallelogram

Y
Y

Y
Y

Lozenge
Parallelogram

cohors I Tungrorum
cohors I Tungrorum
cohors VIIII
Batavorum
cohors II Nerviorum
?

solid turf walls on timber corduroy rafts. The soldiers of the cohors VIIII Batavorum, on
the other hand, seem to have cut elongated parallelogram-shaped blocks, did not deploy
a timber corduroy raft, and used turf blocks only in the cheeks of their ramparts. This
would seem to suggest that these various groups of auxiliaries had different building
traditions and likely used different tools. Even if by the late first and early second
centuries AD these units no longer recruited primarily from their homelands, it is
possible that these building techniques ultimately derived from these regions, with
elements of these local traditions becoming integrated within the units’ specific building
practices. The Tungrian and Nervian units were originally raised in the province of
Gallia Belgica, the eastern and central areas respectively (modern Belgium). The
Batavian unit initially recruited in the area of the Lower Rhine (the modern
Netherlands), predominantly south of the river within the province of Germania
Inferior. To date, the use of turf in the pre-Roman building traditions in any of these
regions has not been extensively explored. However, excavations of the multi-phased
later prehistoric and Medieval settlements sites in the northern Netherlands, though
outside Batavian territory (Frisia/Friesland; see van Giffen 1950; Nieuwhof 2015), show
the use of long thin turf blocks, cut in a similar way as those produced by the Batavian
unit at Vindolanda. These blocks were used as retaining walls for earthen house
platforms with maximum block lengths of 1.10 m and thicknesses seemingly of up to
0.16 m, but commonly around 0.08 m; sections and photographs suggest typical
dimensions of c. 0.60 m in length and 0.30–0.40 m in width (Nicolay 2010, 94–96,
fig. 3.4–3.6). House walls rarely survive; the few instances suggest similar dimensions
for turf blocks between 0.50–0.80 m in length often stretching across the entire
thickness of a wall (thus occasionally up to 1 m long), and c. 0.25 m in width and
0.06–0.10 m in thickness (Postma 2015, 38, 53, 77–78, e.g. at Leens-Tuinsterwierde,
Province Groningen, or Hallum and Wijnaldum, Province of Friesland). Turf was
perhaps also used along the Lower Rhine or the Meuse delta, within or closer to
Batavian territory (Romankiewicz 2019, 138); however, turf block shapes and dimen
sions as well as associated tools for all these regions need further study. A similar
divergence in fort construction methods there in Roman times has been linked to
different auxiliary units and their respective background in Iron Age defensive archi
tecture, even if in these cases the auxiliaries were still recruited from the local area and
therefore closely connected to different regional traditions (Chorus 2017, 2018). At this
stage, the possible connection at Vindolanda between the structure of the rampart,
shape of the turf blocks, and practices of the units responsible can only be proposed as
a hypothesis; the evidence is suggestive but the extent to which different units built
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according to different regional traditions and/or carried different tools (rather than just
using the same tool differently) requires further analysis.
Building processes
The overall evidence points towards an effective if not optimised construction process,
balancing time against labour efforts. Although there is some evidence for puddles of
water in the O horizons, it is unlikely that the pastures exploited in vicinity of
Vindolanda would have been so saturated that the turf blocks needed to be dried out
prior to construction, as was typical for wetland sources in Iceland (Stefánsson 2019,
21). Turf blocks were likely built into the ramparts as they became available, with very
little concern for matching lengths or course height; this is true for the solid turf
ramparts of Periods I, II, and VI as well as the turf cheek of the Period III rampart.
Where the pattern of construction resulted in joints lining up across courses, shorter
turf or soil patches were used to break this vertical alignment and so mitigate the risk of
shearing. Levelling layers were spread on top of turf blocks of insufficient thickness to
reach the required course height. All this was preferred to cutting longer or thicker
blocks to size, so reducing wastage and labour. Similarly, turf patches were added
between longer blocks in the Period I rampart to negotiate the curvature of the NW
corner instead of recutting turf blocks to an angle at their rear end to achieve a neat fit
at the front. Any negative structural impact from using small patches or a wetter fill
admixture that may have increased moisture levels and plasticity must have been
regarded as negligible in light of the rampart’s dimensions. The lack of Period VI
patching, however, suggests more carefully fitted turf blocks and therefore more effort
in construction.
All periods show evidence for compressing courses on completion in the form of
vertical, horizontal or less structured planar voids, perhaps by walking across the tops of
courses to lock blocks together. This is particularly visible in the interleafing between
the sides of turf blocks and how horizontal plant matter was pressed into B horizons of
the course below. Such manual compression also shows in the microstructure deforma
tion in turf block O10, which clearly occurred after it had been built into the rampart,
evidenced by morphological indicators of sediment shearing and void collapse in the
A horizon (Figure 11(b)). While some levels of post-depositional shrinkage and postsampling shrinkage were noted, these were limited and clearly taphonomic in origin
given their sharp edges and desiccation features (e.g. 006 C, unit A; Gardner 2020, 18,
68, 74). These planar voids are also not root channels because their shear appears across
changes in microstructure while roots would have followed along those interfaces;
additionally these voids are not lined with degraded plant tissues as expected for root
channels. The frequent appearance of such planar voids across several samples and
different soil horizons underscores the evidence for such manual compaction as part of
the construction process. The benefit of this compression is particularly obvious in the
closely interlocked pattern created by the Period I lozenge-shaped blocks. Here, indi
vidual blocks could be tipped so that their tapering ends overlapped, forming an angled
rather than a straight joint (e.g. C4/5, D8/9, D12/13), reminiscent of the chevron or
herringbone patterns known from Iceland and Frisia (Stefánsson 2019, 24–26; Nicolay
2018, 204). Any remaining dip formed by the meeting point of two tapering block ends
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was then neatly filled by the bulk of the turf block above, whose tapering ends level out
over the thicker centres of the blocks below (e.g. B8/9/D10; C7/8/D9; F7/8/9). In this
way, any longitudinal gaps occurring from drying shrinkage were automatically filled by
the settling or compression of the blocks subjected to trampling and the weight of the
overlying rampart. In the Period III and VI ramparts, shrinkage gaps were eliminated
by the mostly angled sides of the parallelogram-shape.
The interface between Period I and Period III construction was not levelled off but
stepped with some of the Period I turf blocks clearly having been truncated, presumably
to increase the bond between the two phases and possibly to remove degraded matter
from the older rampart stump. However, within the different construction phases, there
seems to have been some concern for achieving level courses, as seen in the use of
levelling layers, but also in the placing of turf blocks with their malleable B horizon side
at top. This practice allowed levelling off thicker turf blocks to the desired course height
using a sharp-edged spade or knife, difficult to accomplish for the respective O-horizon
side (Daniël Postma, pers. comm.; see Postma 2015, 111).
The soils in the lacing courses show similar evidence for considerate construction.
The small average size and sub-rounded nature of peds throughout these deposits is
indicative of a thorough mix to ensure homogenous structural and geotechnical proper
ties, similar to processing of materials for rammed earth construction (Cammas 2018,
164). The lacing courses also consisted of several layers built up in sequence with wood
and leather interwoven between them. While the corduroy raft was seemingly placed
directly onto the exposed subsoil at the foot of the Period I rampart, the wood in the
lacing courses was not placed on top of the last course of turf blocks, but embedded into
an often sandier and coarser mixed soil, spread over the top of these blocks first.
Selecting a fibrous subsoil for all these courses probably improved the tensile strength
created by the wooden lacing; fibres within the soil also help to reduce shrinkage cracks
from drying. The leather strips seem to have been placed consistently underneath the
timbers or sticks, perhaps originally in the form of larger sheets to act as an imperme
able layer against rising moisture, similar to modern bitumen layers; indeed elsewhere
at the site, leather patches were used at the base of walls in the Period III extramural
settlement (Blake 2014, 109). The systematic use of these lacing courses of wood and
leather suggests they were regarded as providing important structural and technical
advantages, likely for the tensile strength they could add to the construction and to
regulate moisture.

Conclusions
The macro and micro analysis of turf building at Vindolanda demonstrates that the
three turf ramparts in question were complex composite structures, carefully designed
and built by skilled and experienced workforces, but not without considerations to
maximise labour efficiency and minimise material wastage. Speed of construction may
have also been a priority, which matches evidence from the preserved turf section of
Hadrian’s Wall at Birdoswald and Appletree. Here, well-preserved tree pollen under
neath the Turf Wall imply that little time elapsed between the period of full woodland
cover prior to construction works and its clearance for the Wall; otherwise pollen
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already fallen onto the then-ground surface would have been more heavily eroded
(Wiltshire 1997, 37–39).
Despite the speed of their construction, the ramparts at Vindolanda were not dumped
earthworks simply thrown up in a short space of time to create a crude bulwark. They
were designed as architecture, probably meant to last for decades, a time that is well
within the lifespan even of thinner turf walls known from ethnographic records
(Romankiewicz et al. 2020, 130, with further references). Each of these ramparts at
Vindolanda must have still been in good condition when the next change in the fort
layout was implemented on the arrival of a new military unit, an observation confirmed
by their excellent preservation after almost 2000 years. The differences between the
various periods of rampart – in terms of turf block shapes and resultant construction
pattern, timber rafts, and superstructure design – tie the Vindolanda fort walls into a long
tradition of turf and earthen ramparts, elsewhere in Britain (Jones 1975) and along the
Rhine in southwest Germany (Sommer 1999 (on Ladenburg)), the Netherlands (van
Giffen 1952 (on Valkenburg and Vechten)) and France (Kuhnle 2018 (on Strasbourg)).
However, at no other sites have ramparts been examined using micromorphology. As the
results from Vindolanda show, this principally qualitative method combined with macro
scopic observations using detailed digital photogrammetry can offer a range of vital
insights into the construction of these monuments, tool use, and the sourcing of their
materials that would otherwise go unnoticed. This demonstrates the importance of
including a suite of thin section samples, combined with digital field recording, and deskbased image analysis in any future investigation of Roman turf construction.
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